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ABSTRACT
A method and system restores power in a power distribution network. The network includes a plurality of power sources, a plurality of loading zones, a plurality of switching devices interconnected between the plurality of power sources and the plurality of loading zones, and an intelligent electronic device associated with each of the plurality of switching devices to control the switching devices. A base network state is defined and a power restoration logic is created for the base network state. A simulation is run for the power restoration logic and then the power restoration logic is transmitted to a power restoration controller which thereafter monitors and controls the intelligent electronic devices.
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Fig.-2
Fig. 3
Fig. 5
Simulation #1 of 1 started at 8/20/2007 4:13:21 PM
Fault occurred at load 'L1' at 8/20/2007 4:13:24 PM
Recloser 'Brk1' opened at 8/20/2007 4:13:22 PM
Recloser 'Brk1' reclosed on fault at 8/20/2007 4:13:23 PM
Recloser 'Brk1' was locked out at 8/20/2007 4:13:24 PM
SW2 was locked out at 8/20/2007 4:13:28 PM
SW6 closed at 8/20/2007 4:13:31 PM
Original network status resumed at 8/20/2007 4:13:33 PM
Simulation finished at 8/20/2007 4:13:38 PM
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Fig.-9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divided sub-networks</th>
<th>Opened Switch</th>
<th>Can un-served loads be restored in each sub-network?</th>
<th>Total unserved load amount in each sub-network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) S2, R5, L4</td>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>100 amp (load L4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Rest of network</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>850 amp (Sum of loads L2, L3, and L5-L9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>400 amp (Sum of loads L2, L3, L4, and L7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>550 amp (Sum of loads L5, L6, L8, and L9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 amp (L7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 amp (L7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divided sub-networks</th>
<th>Opened Switch</th>
<th>Can un-served loads be restored in each sub-network?</th>
<th>Total unserved load amount in each sub-network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) S4, R11, L7</td>
<td>R6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>700 amp (S4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Rest of network</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>500 amp (S3 or S3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>700 amp (S4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500 amp (S3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divided sub-networks</th>
<th>Opened Switch</th>
<th>Can un-served loads be restored in each sub-network?</th>
<th>Total unserved load amount in each sub-network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) S1, S2, R1, R11, R12, L1-L4, L7</td>
<td>R12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>700 amp (S4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Rest of network</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>650 amp (Sum of loads L2-L4, L7 and L9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300 amp (Sum of loads L5, L6, L8, and L8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divided sub-networks</th>
<th>Opened Switch</th>
<th>Can un-served loads be restored in each sub-network?</th>
<th>Total unserved load amount in each sub-network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) S4, R11, L7</td>
<td>R6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>700 amp (S4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Rest of network</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>500 amp (S3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>700 amp (S4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500 amp (S3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divided sub-networks</th>
<th>Opened Switch</th>
<th>Can un-served loads be restored in each sub-network?</th>
<th>Total unserved load amount in each sub-network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) S1, S2, R1, R11, R12, L1-L4, L7</td>
<td>R13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>700 amp (S4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Rest of network</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>650 amp (Sum of loads L2-L4, L7 and L9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300 amp (Sum of loads L5, L6, L8, and L8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch to open</td>
<td>Separated sub-networks</td>
<td>Total unserved load amount in each sub-network</td>
<td>Maximum substation capacity (A) in each sub-network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>(1) S2, R5, L4</td>
<td>100 amp (load L4)</td>
<td>500 amp (S2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Rest of the unserved network</td>
<td>1100 amp (Sum of loads L2, L3, L8)</td>
<td>500 amp (S2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>(1) S2, R3-R5, L2, L4</td>
<td>400 amp (load L4)</td>
<td>500 amp (S2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Rest of the unserved network</td>
<td>800 amp (Sum of loads L2, L4)</td>
<td>500 amp (S2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>(1) S2, R3-R6, L2, L4, L5</td>
<td>650 amp (Sum of loads L2, L4, L5)</td>
<td>500 amp (S2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Rest of the unserved network</td>
<td>550 amp (Sum of loads L6, L8)</td>
<td>500 amp (S2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOAD RESTORATION FOR FEEDER AUTOMATION IN ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


FIELD OF INVENTION

This invention relates to the field of restoring electric power to a distribution system after circuit abnormalities.

BACKGROUND

An electric power distribution system generally consists of a set of distribution substations, feeders, switches (circuit breakers, reclosers, etc.) electrical loads, and monitoring and control devices. A distribution system delivers electric power energy (i.e., electricity) from distribution substations via feeders and switches to electrical loads (customers) that connect to feeders. Feeders in a distribution system are usually configured in a radial type to make sure that each load is supplied by only one distribution substation (source) via one feeder at any instant. To maintain the radial configuration, each feeder is linked by a normally open tie-switch to its neighboring feeders. The feeder section that is relatively near/far to its source is referred to as upstream/downstream section, while comparing to the feeder section that is relatively far/near to its source. A switch in the distribution system may be associated with an intelligent electronic device (IED) that have the following monitoring and control functions: (1) measuring and recording electrical and other types of switch related quantities, such as voltage, current, reclosing times (2) monitoring the switch status, (3) operating the switch between open or close, and (4) communicating information with master devices.

Distribution system reliability can be greatly improved through the use of feeder automation technology that implements automatic fault detection, isolation, and load restoration. In such systems, IEDs associated with switches monitor the distribution system and communicate the corresponding information to the feeder automation master controllers located in substations. If a fault occurs in the distribution system, the master controller identifies the fault location, generates fault isolation and service restoration solutions in terms of a sequence of switch operations, and sends switching commands to IEDs to control corresponding switches. Such prior art systems are often difficult to program/configure/engineer, slow to respond to changing network conditions, and hard to optimize the restoration solutions. Thus, there is a need in the art for improved feeder automation systems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one embodiment, a method of restoring power in a power distribution network is disclosed. The power distribution network includes a plurality of power sources, a plurality of loading zones, a plurality of switching devices interconnected between the plurality of power sources and the plurality of loading zones, an intelligent electronic device associated with each of the plurality of switching devices to control the switching devices. The method includes providing at least one power restoration controller in communication with the intelligent electronic devices, defining at least one base network state, creating power restoration logic for the at least one base network state, simulating the power restoration logic for the at least one base network state, and transmitting the power restoration logic to the at least one power restoration controller which thereafter monitors and controls the intelligent electronic devices.

According to another embodiment of the present invention, a method of restoring power in a power distribution network is provided. The power distribution network includes a plurality of power sources, a plurality of loading zones, a plurality of switching devices interconnected between the plurality of power sources and the plurality of loading zones, an intelligent electronic device associated with each of the plurality of switching devices to control the switching devices, and a power restoration controller in communication with the intelligent electronic devices. The method includes isolating the loading zone that is in a faulted state, identifying one or more un-served load networks including loading zones downstream from the loading zone in a faulted state, restoring power to each un-served load network from a single power source, opening the switch or switches that separate each un-served load network into two or more sub-networks if no single power source is capable of restoring power to the un-served load network, and restoring power to each of the sub-networks from a single power source, until the source capacity is exhausted or switch loading capacity is violated.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an exemplary power network according to the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart showing the restoration logic generation creation, validation, installation and execution process, according to the present invention

FIG. 3 is a screen shot of the network configuration tool according to the present invention

FIG. 4 is a screen shot of the network state and restoration logic definition tool according to the present invention

FIG. 5 is a screen shot of the network state and restoration logic definition tool displaying to the user the potential restoration network paths for selection.

FIG. 6 is a screen shot of a window for modifying and viewing the restoration logic.

FIG. 7 is a screen shot of the simulation tool for the predefined logics according to the present invention.

FIG. 8 is a screen shot of the logic processor operation log according to the present invention

FIG. 9 shows the logic generation algorithm according to the present invention that identifies normally open tie-switches.

FIG. 10 is a second exemplary power network according to the present invention.

FIG. 11 shows the multi-path load restoration algorithm according to the present invention.

FIG. 12 shows a third exemplary power network according to the present invention.

FIG. 13 shows the third exemplary power network of FIG. 12 with a simulated fault at load node L1 and the post-restoration network status.

FIG. 14 shows a table for determining whether un-served loads of FIG. 12 (when a fault is at load node L1) can be restored in each sub-network.
FIG. 15 shows a fourth exemplary power network according to the present invention.
FIG. 16 shows a table for determining whether un-served loads of FIG. 15 (when a fault is at load node L1) can be restored in each sub-network.
FIG. 17 shows the fourth exemplary power network of FIG. 15 after load restoration for a fault at load node L1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to FIG. 1, an electric power network is shown and generally indicated by the numeral 10. Generally, the feeder automation infrastructure 11 is the control mechanism, and the engineering station 12 is the location where the control logic is generated, customized, and transferred over to the power restoration controllers 13.

Briefly, electric power restoration involves the interplay between a plurality of power sources (S1/S2), plural switching devices (Brk1/Brk2 are circuit breakers, SW1/SW2/ SW4/SW6 are either reclosers or sectionalizers, SW3/SW5 are tie switches), and a plurality of loading zones (L1/L2/L3/L4/L5/L6). An exemplary scenario, may be the occurrence of a permanent fault at L1, wherein Brk1 locks out after a predefined number of reclosing attempts. First, the system must isolate the faulty load zone L1 and second, attempt to restore the power to the load zones (L2, L3 and L6) that are unserved due to the lockout and isolation. The objective is to minimize the number of switch operations and/or achieve the optimally balanced landing between alternative restoration sources (if two or more).

Feeder automation infrastructure 11 includes the IEDs 14, the power restoration controllers 13, and communication links 15 between IEDs 14 and controllers 13. Multiple controllers 13 may be required because each has finite processing power, and each has direct communication links to a finite number of IEDs 14. Controllers 13 may coordinate with each other to form a super controller. Further description of configurations are provided in co-owned U.S. application Ser. No. 11/687,213, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. According to one embodiment, the methods and system according to the present invention develops the control logic for the super controller.

The system and software that embody the present invention may advantageously reside on an off-line engineering station 12. After the control logic and their associated settings are engineered, they may be transmitted to power restoration controllers 13 for real-time control operations.

The logic engineering and application process will now be described with reference to FIG. 2. In a first step 100, the electric power system (network) is configured. This includes modeling the electric power network 10 (control object), as well as the feeder automation infrastructure 11 (IEDs and the controllers). This is done via the network configuration tool 16 shown in FIG. 3, where the electric power network components and their connectivity are shown.

The electric power network model is an electrically correct topological model, and not a geographically faithful representation of the physical network. The electrical topology is used to reduce the configuration efforts by users. However, the basic electrical parameters of the system components are used by the present invention. Parameters may include loading capacity of sources (S1 and S2), switches (SW1-SW6) and the feeder segments, maximum loading of load zones (L1-L6), and the impedances of the feeder segments. This information allows the system to perform loading capacity checks and other restoration validation checks during logic generation.

The current network configuration may be validated at any time to prevent configuration errors. The results may be shown to the user so that action may be taken to resolve the issues. Network configuration validation may check for unserved loads, non-radial feeding and loading capacity violations.

Concurrently, IEDs 14 are configured and attached to the sources (S1, S2) and switching devices (SW1-SW6) in the electric power network 10. The IEDs 14 provide inputs to the controllers 13 and execute control actions through the switches (SW1-SW6). Each IED 14 is assigned to a controller 13, and thus is configured to be in direct communication with that respective controller 13. The communication may be through wireless or wired means. The controller 13 may poll or listen to associated IEDs 14 for data updates through a communication mechanism.

In a next step 102, the base electric network states are defined. A network state is a particular network topology, or tie breaker location, coupled with loading capacity of sources. The reason for this definition is that asset management objectives, such as load balancing of transformers, can be achieved by switching the network to different states, depending on the season and/or loading conditions of the power network.

If, for example, load zone L2 and L6 are mainly air conditioning loads, and can vary between 100A and 300A in summer, the loadings of S1 and S2 are unbalanced. The utility is better off using SW5 and SW6 as tie switches in this summer time-frame (to keep comfortable preserving capacity at both S1 and S2, and to avoid excessive wearing of insulation at source transformer S1). The current tie switch assignment (SW3 and SW5) may then be used in winter time. Thus, the user may define unique network states, one (“SW6,SW5 as tie") for summer and another (“SW3,SW5 as tie") for winter. This may be done via the network state and restoration logic definition tool 17 shown in FIG. 4. The network shown is the base network state “SW5,SW6 as tie" (the network shown in FIG. 1 corresponds to base network state “SW3,SW5 as tie"). When a new base network state is defined, the network validation principles discussed above may be applied to each defined base network state.

In a next step 104, the power restoration logic for each base network state is designed. The power restoration logic design according to step 104 is for a single permanent fault in a particular base network state. The objective of power restoration logic is to isolate a single permanent fault and restore power to non-faulted load zones. The design of the logic involves two steps. First, for a given base network state, power restoration logic is generated automatically, for a simulated permanent fault at each load zone. Next, the user views and modifies the logic as needed.

Automated logic generation not only avoids mistakes often made in manual logic generation process, it also greatly improves the speed of logic design. Capacity checks and other network validation checks may also be conducted to make sure the network state, after power restoration, functions properly.

According to one embodiment, the textual representation of logic is:

```
IF LockoutOnFaultRecloser is locked out on fault at load zone FaultLoad
AND LockoutSwitches are locked out (mandatory for restoration)
AND OpenSwitches are open (optional)
AND CloseSwitches are closed (optional)
```
LockoutOnFaultRecloser represents a recloser or a circuit breaker with reclosing functionality that locked out upon sensing a downstream fault condition and running through the reclosing sequence of operations.

LockoutSwitches represents one or more switches (sectionalizers) that locked out after the fault isolation switching operations (to ensure the safety of repair crews).

OpenSwitches and CloseSwitches represent one or more switches (reclosers, sectionalizer, and/or tie switches) that are open or closed, respectively. These are optional conditions to ensure the intermediate network states (between pre-fault and post-restoration) are changed in a sequence of switch operations. Preferably, all switches other than the LockoutOnFaultRecloser and LockoutSwitches should be included in either the OpenSwitches or the CloseSwitches. However, the user can choose to delete any of these switches if he/she is sure the deletion will not affect the integrity of the power restoration logic operation sequence.

TimeDelay represents a user added delay before any switch operation is executed after all the switch position conditions are met. This ensures sufficient time for switching operations to complete and for fail out management if any switch fails to operate, or there are lost communications or other exceptions in the restoration process.

OprSwitch is the switch to operate (open/close/lockout) when the switch position conditions are met and the TimeDelay has elapsed.

The logic representation above integrates both the fault isolation logic and the power restoration logic, as well as the preference of users.

Referring again to FIG. 4, assume Brk1 and Brk2 are breakers with reclosing functionality, and all the other switches are sectionalizers or tie switches. When load zone L1 is under a single permanent fault, the isolation logic is FaultL1iso:

IF
  Brk1 is locked out on fault at fault in load zone L1
  AND SW2 is closed
  For 2 seconds
THEN
  Lockout SW2

And the simplified restoration logic (no optional conditions of open/close switches) is FaultL1Res1:

IF
  Brk1 is locked out on fault at fault in load zone L1
  AND SW2 is locked out
  For 2 seconds
THEN
  Close SW6

As shown in FIG. 5, the use of SW6 or SW5 for the power restoration is left to the user to decide when the logic is generated for the base network state. Two power restoration paths are provided, one from "Alt Tie SW" (alternative tie switch) SW5 and the other from "Alt Tie SW" SW6. The user must select the preferred path to restore the power, or optionally, a default path may be automatically selected.

Also shown in FIG. 5 are the restoration logic preferences for a fault at location L4. In this case, two switches (SW3/ SW4) must be locked out for fault isolation. As a result, switches (SW5/SW6) must close to restore the power to load zone L5 and L6 respectively. Though both should be selected to restore power to both L5 and L6, a user may uncheck one or both of the two paths to prevent power restoration to a particular load zone.

When the fault is in a load zone adjacent to a tie switch, the isolation logic to lockout that tie switch is unnecessary, but all other switches connected to the faulted load zone must be locked out for fault isolation. For example, when a fault is in load zone L3 (see FIG. 4), the isolation logic includes:

FaultL3iso1:

IF
  Brk1 is locked out on fault at fault in load zone L3
  AND SW2 is closed
  For 2 seconds
THEN
  Lockout SW2

And FaultL3iso2:

IF
  Brk1 is locked out on fault at fault in load zone L3
  AND SW1 is closed
  For 2 seconds
THEN
  Lockout SW1

And the simplified restoration logic (no optional conditions of open/close switches) is FaultL3Res1:

IF
  Brk1 is locked out on fault at fault in load zone L3
  AND SW1 is locked out
  For 2 seconds
THEN
  Close SW5

And FaultL3Res2:

IF
  Brk1 is locked out on fault at fault in load zone L3
  AND SW2 is locked out
  For 2 seconds
  AND SW6 is open
  For 2 seconds
In some instances, none of the source paths can restore the power to the unserved load zones after fault isolation. This problem is a typical multi-source, multi-load zone power distribution planning problem. Many different optimization algorithms may be applied to find the optimal solution. According to one embodiment, the present invention may employ a look-ahead tracing algorithm according to the following steps:

(1) Create a study network with the un-served load zones after fault isolation (excluding the faulty load zone) and the tie switches as sources (capacity of the sources is taken as the lesser of, the remaining capacity available from the tie switch and the loading capability of the tie switch).

(2) Open all the switches in the network.

(3) Starting from each source and moving downstream, close one switch at a time, and compute the remaining available capacity by subtracting the load of the downstream load zone from the its current loading capacity. If the net result is negative, mark the switch as intended tie switch and stop, otherwise continue until all switches can be declared or a multi-source supplied load zone is reached.

(4) When all processes of (3) are stopped, check if a multi-source supplied load zone has been reached by more than one process. If so, mark the process with the maximum remaining capacity as the winning process, and mark all the switches connecting to this multi-source load zone and of the other processes as intended tie switches.

(5) Repeat (3) and (4) until all switches in the study network are exhausted.

In still other embodiments, the present invention may employ multi-path restoration logic discussed in greater detail below.

Referring now to FIG. 6, after the logic is generated, it may be viewed and modified, for example, to simplify the restoration logics. The user can also add/remove logics. For example, he/she can replace logic Fault1UserRes1 with the following three logics to restore power from both available paths instead of one.

Fault1UserRes1:

- IF
  - Brk1 is locked out on fault at fault in load zone L1
  - AND SW2 is locked out
  - For 2 seconds
- THEN
  - Open SW1

Fault1UserRes2:

- IF
  - Brk1 is locked out on fault at fault in load zone L1
  - AND SW2 is locked out
  - AND SW1 is open
  - For 2 seconds
- THEN
  - Close SW6

And Fault1UserRes3:

- IF
  - Brk1 is locked out on fault at fault in load zone L1
  - AND SW2 is locked out
  - AND SW1 is open
  - For 2 seconds
- THEN
  - Close SW5

By this means, the user may customize the logic to have any preferences taken into account. The effect of these changes may be viewed and validated visually through simulation.

In a next step 106, the logic is validated for each base network state via simulation. For logic validation, visual simulation is an effective method. As shown in FIG. 7, the present invention provides a simulation tool that conducts “Single Run” and “Multiple Runs” of the logic operation. When the simulation is in progress, the user may pause and continue with the simulation, or stop the simulation. As shown in FIG. 8, the major events such as the fault introduced time, recloser lockout time, and isolation/restoration switch operation time may be logged for examination after the simulation.

In a next step 108, the network model, base network states and their associated power restoration logics are saved to a configuration file, and copied to the controllers 13, or passed to the controllers 13 via remote method calls.

In a next step 110, the parameters for the dynamic power restoration logic generation are set. In a next step 112, the power restoration controllers 13 are started in the appropriate base network state. The operator may manually switch the network to selected base network state, or may set the controllers 13 to identify the network states on their own. When the controllers 13 start, they open and parse the configuration files, setup the network model and the logic, and begin polling or listening to the IEDs. When the current network state matches one of the predefined base network states, the power restoration logic may be loaded automatically into the logic processor of the controller 13. The logic processor thereafter monitors if any fault occurs in one of the predefined load zones, and executes the subsequent fault isolation and power restoration procedures defined by the logic for that particular load zone.

The power restoration control operations are secondary to the protection and control functionality of the IEDs 14. In other words, the power restoration controllers do not take action until after a recloser has tripped, reclosed and locked out upon a fault. The controllers 13 identify a permanent fault only when a recloser has exhausted its predefined number of reclosing operations and locked out. The controllers 13 identify the fault location (load zone) by checking the event registers of the IEDs 14 attached to the switches. The latter requires the time synchronization of the IEDs 14, which is realized by sending time synchronizing commands from the controllers 13 to the IEDs. Also, the radial feeder network must be traced from the source to the downstream load zones to locate the faulty load zone.

The power restoration logic for a subsequent fault or a network state other than one of the base network states are generated by the dynamic power restoration logic generation engine, as will be herein described in greater detail. It should also be appreciated that an operator may change the base network state, based on the loading conditions. The power restoration logic for the new base network state would thereby be automatically loaded into the controllers.
Dynamic power restoration logic may be needed when the network is not in an identified base network state or if a second permanent fault occurs. The dynamic power restoration logic includes the logic generated "on-the-fly." In other words, the dynamic power restoration logic is generated while the power restoration controllers 13 are in operation. The logic generation process and format are similar to that of the single fault, and the primary difference lies in the way the user preferences are considered.

For dynamic power restoration logic generation, the user defines a preference factor PF and a preference table PT, where PF=0,1, and PT includes the following columns:

1. BaseNetworkState—contains the name or index of a base network state;
2. FaultyFeeder—contains the name or index of the feeder where the permanent fault occurs;
3. AllPath—contains the name or index of an alternative power restoration path (tie switch);
4. AltPathPriority—contains the priority settings (a value between 0 and 1) of an alternative power restoration path.

During the dynamic power restoration logic generation process, if M number of alternative power restoration paths exist, the following priorities are computed:

\[
\text{AltPriority}(i) = \text{AltPathPriority}(i) \times PF(i) \times \text{AvailCapacityFactor}(i) = \frac{\text{Capacity}(i) \times \text{TotalLoad}(i)}{\text{Capacity}(i) \times \text{TotalLoad}(i)} \quad (\text{Eq.1})
\]

Where i is the index of the possible alternative power restoration path, AvailCapacityFactor(i) is the post-restoration available capacity reservation factor of the corresponding alternative power restoration path.

\[
\text{AvailCapacityFactor}(i) = (\text{Capacity}(i) \times \text{TotalLoad}(i)) \quad (\text{Eq.2})
\]

Where Capacity is the source capacity of the alternative power restoration path i, and TotalLoad is the total load of this source after the restoration. Thus, the alternative power restoration source with the maximum AltPriority will be used to build the power restoration logic.

If PF=1, the priority computation of (Eq.1) only considers the user preferences and the dynamic logic generation does the same. If PF=0, the priority computation of (Eq.1) only considers the load balancing of sources.

Generation of the restoration logic is based upon a connectivity matrix, also known as incidence or topology matrix. When a user builds a network 10 using the configuration tool discussed above, the matrix is automatically generated. Reference again to FIG. 5, the exemplary connectivity matrix for this system is shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>L4</th>
<th>L5</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brk1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW2</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW6</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW3</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brk2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW5</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW4</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rows and columns of this matrix correspond to the switches and buses (loads and sources) respectively. The rows and columns are labeled with the corresponding switch and bus names for clarity. Columns of this matrix are arranged such that the columns corresponding to load buses are first, followed by those corresponding to source buses. To observe this, the matrix above is partitioned into two column groups. The first group corresponds to load buses and the second group corresponds source buses.

The upstream and downstream bus information for each switch is also stored in this matrix. The elements on any row are either +1 or -1. The element +1 denotes the upstream bus position and -1 denotes the downstream bus position. For example, the first row (switch Brk1) includes a -1 element in the L1 column and a +1 in the S1 column. Thus, bus S1 is an upstream bus of Brk1 while L1 is the downstream bus.

Regarding the normally open (NO) tie switches, the upstream and downstream bus cannot be defined, thus +1 and -1 elements are arbitrarily placed at the columns corresponding to the terminal buses of an NO tie switch. See, for example, the rows corresponding to switches SW5 and SW6.

Apart from the connectivity matrix, the logic generation procedure requires the status information of all the switches in the network (i.e., whether a switch is open or closed). This information is stored in a vector having 0’s (open switches) and 1’s (closed switches). For the system under consideration (shown in FIG. 5), this vector includes 8 elements, with the 3rd and 7th elements corresponding to SW6 and SW5. The 3rd and 7th elements are set as 0 and all other elements as 1.

The connectivity matrix and the switch status vector are used in the logic generation algorithm to isolate a permanent fault and locate tie switches to provide backfeed to unserved loads.

The fault isolation logic generation algorithm identifies the fault isolating switch as the one that is immediately downstream of the fault. If there are multiple such switches, the algorithm identifies them all. This identification is done by tracing the connectivity matrix. For example, if a permanent fault occurs at L4, the recloser switch Brk2 locks out after its reclosing sequence. Now the algorithm goes through the following steps to identify the fault isolating switches.

1. Identify the row corresponding to the locked-out switch (that is, the “Brk2” row).
2. Find the location of -1 on this row (the “L4” column).
3. Find the all row locations of +1 in the same column (the “SW3” and “SW4” rows).
4. Set the switch corresponding to each +1 row to be open and locked-out to isolate the fault. These rows correspond to the immediately adjacent downstream switches.

With reference to the contingency table shown in FIG. 5, it can be seen that when the fault is at L4, switches SW3 and SW4 are identified as “Locked SW”; which stands for locked out switches after fault isolation.

As another example, if a permanent fault occurs at L3, SW2 clears the fault (fault clearing switch) and switches SW6 and SW1 are identified as fault isolating switches. However given that SW6 is a NO tie switch, the algorithm will regard only SW1 as a fault isolating switch.

Once the fault is cleared and the correct fault isolation switch(s) is identified, options must be sought for back-feed so that power to unserved loads is restored. Referring again to FIG. 5, for a fault at L4, for instance, the un-served load due to the opening of SW3 is 1.6 (100 MW). Similarly, the unserved load due to the opening of SW4 is 1.5 (100 MW). This information is displayed to the user in the logic generation table in the column labeled “Unserved Load”. The identification process for the appropriate backfeed to restore such unserved loads starts with first identifying the NO tie switches that can be closed to provide that backfeed from an alternate...
source. Note that for the present example, the alternate source is S1 (displayed in column "Alt Source"—where "Alt" means "Alternative").

Referring now to FIG. 9, the logic generation algorithm employs a recursive method to identify relevant NO tie switches. In a first step, the initial switch variable is set to the fault isolating switch. At step 202, the downstream bus connected to the initial switch is identified. Next at 204, the downstream switch connected to the initial switch (identified at 202) is identified. At step 206, determine whether the switch identified at 204 is open. If yes, at 208 update the tie-switch list indicating that the switch identified at 204 is a tie-switch. If no, at 210 set the initial switch to the switch identified at 204 and revert to step 202.

A capacity check may be performed next to check whether the alternative source has sufficient capacity to serve the un-served load. In the example where a fault occurs at L4 and SW3/SW4 lock-out to isolate the fault, the above tie-switch identification method would identify switches SW5 and SW6. The capacity check for this example (fault at L4) includes a recursive process that computes the switch currents after the identified tie switch is closed (one at a time) to test if the switches have sufficient loading capacity to carry the computed switch currents. Similarly this process also computes the total current that would be supplied by the alternative source (S1) after backfeed to test if the source has sufficient capacity to supply that current. If a candidate backfeed survives the capacity check, it is considered as successful and displayed in the table for FIG. 5 for the user to see and select for actual restoration logic construction. The table also displays source reserve before restoration (SRBR) for S1, which is capacity of S1 (1000) minus the total load that it serves (100+200+100), which comes to 600. For the fault isolating switch SW3, the source reserve after restoration (SRAR) column displays 500 due to an extra 100 MW served by S1 on L6. A similar is true for the row corresponding to the fault isolating switch SW4.

When a tie switch, its corresponding source, and the network connections between them pass the capacity check, the restoration logic construction process engages. In this process, the safe guard measures for the restoration, for example the requirement that the isolation switch be opened first before the restoration tie switch is closed, is considered. As one of the conditions of the close logic of the tie-switch, the open status of the isolation switch must be satisfied. These safe guard measures can also be viewed as the sequence of the switch operations.

The above logic generation process applies to both offline custom logic generation (104 in FIG. 2) and online dynamic logic generation. The offline custom logic generation is for a given (predefined) network state, called the base network state. In this process, an individual fault is assumed at each load bus, and for each case the logic generation identifies a set of fault isolation switches and feasible back-feed scenarios (that successfully pass the capacity check). A table is shown (FIG. 5) that provides options to the user to select a back-feed path if multiple feasible back-feed paths exist for a given isolation switch. This encourages user interaction and takes into account user expertise and preferences. The user can define multiple base network states and generate restoration logics for each.

It is not desirable or feasible, however, for a user to consider all possible base network states and generate logic for each. Even for moderately complex distribution networks, the offline computation of logic requires consideration of large numbers of base network states. Moreover, if a network state changes for any reason to a different state (e.g., execution of back-feed logic following a permanent fault), the logic generation engine must reinitialize to adapt to the changes.

To prepare the logic to cope with a new network state (possibly the one not considered in the offline custom logic generation process) at runtime, the dynamic power restoration logic generation is designed and implemented. The dynamic logic is generated “on-the-fly” when a fault occurs in the network. The logic generation process and format are structurally similar to that of the offline custom logic generation process. The difference lies in that the logic is generated for a specific identified fault that already occurred in the network, rather than considering all possible fault locations. The user preferences such as priority settings of an alternative restoration path and load balancing of alternative sources are considered dynamically using the parameters that the user sets offline. The dynamic process is particularly useful to handle multiple sequential faults, where a fault occurs in the system and it is isolated and all or part of the unserved loads are restored, and then another fault occurs in the network. The dynamic logic generation algorithm will automatically generate the required logics for this second fault, and any new faults.

Referring now to FIG. 10, a second exemplary distribution system is shown. This system includes four substations (S1–S4), twelve switches (R1–R12, for illustrative purposes, all switches are assumed to have fault current breaking capability), nine loads (L1–L9), all of which are connected through feeder circuits. Switches R4, R9, and R12 are normally open tie-switches (where R9 and R12 are circuit breakers in this case for illustrative purposes only, normally circuit breakers at the substation do not serve as tie switches) that maintain the radial feeder configuration in the system, all other switches are normally closed switches to transfer electric power from substations to loads along feeder circuits. Though not shown in FIG. 10, each switch in the system is associated with an IED for the monitoring and protection purpose. As discussed above, IEDs may communicate with a feeder automation controller located, for example, in a substation.

To illustrate the feeder automation procedure of the present invention, assume a permanent fault occurs at load node L3. The IED associated with switch R3, which is the closest upstream switch to this fault location, senses the fault current, and based on the predefined protective setting, controls switch R3 to open. If switch R3 is a recloser, a reclosing sequence will follow the initial switch open operation, i.e., the IED will control switch R3 to reclose and open for several times. After the reclosing sequence finishes, if the IED continues to sense the fault current, a permanent fault is recognized and switch R3 is set to lockout (open) status. Note that the open, reclosing, and lockout sequence of switch R3 is implemented by the associated IED automatically without the control from the master controller.

After the master controller receives the lockout information of switch R3, the feeder automation procedure identifies fault location, isolates the faulty feeder section, and restores loads connected to the downstream healthy section from alternative substations. First, based on the lockout information of switch R3, the master controller identifies the fault location, which is the feeder section between the lockout switch R3 and its downstream switches R6 and R10. Next, derived from the fault location, the isolation algorithm in the master controller determines that two downstream switches R6 and R10 are isolation switches and sends open switch commands to the IEDs associated with the two downstream switches. Opening downstream switches R6 and R10 isolates the faulty feeder section and results in two un-served load
areas including downstream loads L.5, L.6, L.7, L.8, and L.9.

Finally, the load restoration algorithm in the master controller is executed to generate restoration solutions based on the post-fault system configuration and capacity constraints of substations, feeders, and switches: (1) substation 3 restores loads L.5 and L.6 by closing switch R.3 and (2) substation 4 restores loads L.8 and L.9 by closing switch R.12.

In the feeder automation algorithm of the present invention, the fault location identification and the fault isolation are relatively easy to achieve in the manner discussed above, while the search for a load restoration solution can become very complex, depending on the distribution system configuration and capacity constraints of various devices such as substations, feeders, and switches. For example, some network configurations have no single-path restoration solution available and multiple alternative substation-feeder paths for restoration have to be considered.

The present invention provides a multi-path load restoration solution to automatically restore as much load as possible after the occurrence and isolation of faults in electric power distribution systems. Generally, for each isolated load area, the restoration logic generation method of the present invention searches for a single-path restoration strategy first. If no feasible single-path restoration strategy exists, the method then identifies appropriate switches that may be opened to separate the isolated load area into two or more sub-networks, so that the un-served loads inside each sub-network may be restored from an appropriate back-feed path.

If a particular restoration strategy actuates a number of network separation switches, no attempt is made to find a strategy with more network separation switches. In this manner, the number of switch operations is minimized. Moreover, a load balancing (of power restoration paths) algorithm may be applied when more than one path is required to restore power.

The flow chart of this multi-path load restoration algorithm is shown in FIG. 11. The restoration procedure begins after isolation switches are opened to complete the fault isolation step. In one or more embodiments, fault isolation is completed according to the connectivity matrix method described above. In a first step 300, each isolation switch SWiso[j] is identified. As should be understood, the algorithm of the present invention is recursive and thus, for each isolation switch, the algorithm of FIG. 11 is repeated, beginning at 302.

At step 302, for a given SWiso[j], the restoration algorithm searches downstream for a first multi-connection load node (hereinafter “Lnc”). An Lnc is a load node that connects to more than one downstream switch.

If no Lnc is found, this indicates that only one load restoration source is available for the particular isolated un-served load. The corresponding tie-switch for this source is located at 304. From the corresponding tie-switch, at step 306 loads are restored up to SWiso[j] depending upon the capacity of the source. If a capacity check fails, a new tie switch is opened to segregate the load that is beyond the capacity of the source. Thereafter, the algorithm recursively returns to the next SWiso[j] at 308.

If an Lnc is located, at 310 the algorithm determines whether one or more single substation-feeder restoration paths individually has sufficient capacity to restore all loads. If an individual pathway is available, at 312, the substation-feeder path with the maximum restoration capacity is selected to restore all loads. The restoration algorithm then returns recursively to the next SWiso[j].

If no single path has sufficient capacity, the algorithm identifies the immediate downstream switches connected to the Lnc, and stores them in vector SWother[j] at 316. At 318, the algorithm traces downstream from each SWother[j] to identify closed switches, which are stored in vector SWls[j]. The trace from each SWother[j] continues until reaching a tie-switch or downstream second Lnc node. At 320, by simulating the opening of each switch SWls[j], the restoration algorithm determines whether the network can be divided into two sub-networks, in which un-served loads can be restored respectively. If any of the switches SWls[j], when opened, separates the network into two sub-networks capable of being powered by individual sources, the switch SWls[j] that best balances the loading levels of the restoration sources is selected at 322. Thereafter, at 324 the system returns recursively to the next isolation switch at 302.

If no switch is found that satisfies the criteria set forth in step 320, then for each switch in SWother[j], at 326 it is determined whether the number of its downstream tie-switches is greater than 1, which indicates that another Lnc exists downstream. If the number of downstream tie-switches is greater than one for a particular SWother[j], that SWother[j] is treated as an isolation switch SWiso at step 328, and the algorithm starts begins from 302 recursively.

If a switch SWls[j] that does not have more than one downstream tie-switch, this indicates that only one load restoration source is available for the particular isolated un-served load. The corresponding tie-switch for this source is located at 304. From the corresponding tie-switch, at step 306 loads are restored up to SWother[j] depending upon the capacity of the source. If a capacity check fails, a new tie switch is opened to segregate the load that is beyond the capacity of the source. Thereafter, the algorithm recursively returns to the next SWother[j] at 308.

As a result of the multi-path restoration algorithm, a set of switch operations is generated, which includes the list of switches that should be opened and closed. The switch open/close operations result in a new system configuration that optimally restores the un-served loads from one or more substation-feeder paths.

An exemplary distribution system is shown in FIG. 12, which demonstrates the multi-path load restoration method. This example distribution system includes five substations, thirteen switches, and nine loads. The IEDs associated with the switches and master controller are not shown. The capacities of substations and switches are represented with current magnitudes in terms of the unit Ampere (amp), and each load is represented with a constant current load model. For example, the maximum capacity of substation S1 is 2000 amp, the maximum capacity of switch R1 is 2000 amp, and the load amount of L1 is 100 amp.

For simplicity, all switch capacities are larger than the substation capacities. Thus, the substation capacities are the major capacity constraints in selecting restoration paths. It should be appreciated that such assumptions are purely exemplary, and the capacity check of the present invention encompasses both capacity constraints and switch capacities. In addition, for purposes of the present example, it is presumed all other system operating constraints such as feeder power flows and the voltage drop along feeder circuits are within predefined ranges after system configuration changes.

As shown in FIG. 12, substation S1 supplies power to all loads in the system. Switches R5, R8, R9, and R11 are normally open tie-switches that maintain the radial system configuration. If a permanent fault occurs at load node L1, switch R1 is set to lockout open status after a reclosing sequence. Thereafter, switch R2 opens to isolate the faulty section. Because of the lockout and isolation, loads L2-L9 are unserved. In this distribution network, substations 2-5 (S2-S5) are available to provide alternative power.
Based on the restoration method of the present invention, the restoration logic generation algorithm finds the isolation switch R2. Next, from switch R2, the Lmc (load node L3) located downstream is identified. Next, a search is performed for a single substation-feeder path that has sufficient capacity to restore all loads. In this particular system, the total unserved load amount after the fault isolation is 950 amp (the sum of loads L2–L9), each switch has a capacity limit of 2000 amp, which is greater than the total unserved load amount. Therefore, only the alternative substation capacities need be considered in selecting an appropriate restoration path. All alternative substation sources (i.e., S2: 500 amp, S3: 500 amp, S4: 700 amp, S5: 400 amp) are less than the total load amount of 950 amp. Thus, no single substation-feeder path can restore all the unserved loads.

Because no single restoration path can restore all loads, the restoration logic generation algorithm then searches the downstream switches (SWother) which are directly connected to L3, which include R4, R6, and R12, as well as all the downstream closed switches (SWs) from the Lmc (L3) to a downstream tie-switch or a downstream Lmc, which include R4, R6, R13, and R12. Among the four switches (SWs), if R4, R6, or R12 is opened, the unserved loads in each generated subnetwork can be restored completely. If switch R13 is opened to separate the unserved load area into two subnetworks, each subnetwork can be restored. Therefore, switch R13 is selected as the switch to be opened in the restoration solution. FIG. 14 shows the subnetwork information created by opening different switches, including their maximum substation capacities, total unserved load amounts in their ranges, and whether unserved loads can be restored completely.

When switch R13 is opened, the unserved loads (L2, L3, L4, and L12) in the subnetwork on the left side (subnetwork 1) are restored by substation 4 (S4) by closing switch R11, because substation 4 (S4) has larger capacity than station 2 (S2) in the same subnetwork. For the same reason, the unserved loads in the subnetwork on the right side (subnetwork 2) are powered by substation 3 (S3) by closing switch R8. The switch open/closed operation sequence as a result of the restoration algorithm is to open switch R13, and then close switches R8 and R11. The post-restoration system configuration is shown in FIG. 13. This restoration sequence is then implemented by the power restoration controllers 13 to tell the IEDs 14 to control the operation of switches, and finally the post-restoration system configuration is reached.

To illustrate the more advanced feature of the multi-path load restoration logic generation algorithm, FIG. 15 shows an alternate exemplary distribution system. This example distribution system includes four substations, eleven switches, and eight loads. As discussed above, the IEDs associated with the switches and master controller are not shown. The capacities of substations and the loading capability of the switches are represented with current magnitudes in terms of the unit Ampere (amp), and each load is represented with a constant current load model. These quantities are shown below each substation, switch, and load.

For simplification purposes, all switch capacities are assumed to be far larger than the substation capacities so that the substation capacities are the major capacity constraints in selecting restoration paths. In addition, to simplify the restoration problem, it is assumed that all other system operating constraints such as feeder power flows and the voltage drop along feeder circuits are within predefined ranges after system configuration change.

Switches R5, R9, and R11 (ex. circuit breakers) are normally open tie-switches that maintain the radial system configuration. If a permanent fault occurs at load node L1, switch R1 goes to a lockout open status after a reclosing sequence, and switch R2 is instructed to open, thereby isolating the faulty section. This lockout and isolation leaves loads L2–L8 unserved. In this distribution network, three other alternative sources (S2–S4) exist.

Based on the restoration method of the present invention, the restoration logic generation algorithm searches for the first Lmc (i.e., load node L3) located downstream of isolation switch R2. Next it determined whether any single substation-feeder path has sufficient capacity to restore all loads. In this particular system, the total unserved load amount after the fault isolation is 1200 amp (the sum of loads L2–L8), each switch has a capacity limit of 2000 amp, which is greater than the total unserved load amount. Therefore, for capacity purposes, when selecting restoration paths in the present example, only the station capacities need be considered. All alternative substation sources (i.e., S2: 500 amp, S3: 500 amp, S4: 400 amp) provide less capacity than the total load amount needed (1200 amp). Thus, no single substation-feeder path can restore all the unserved loads.

The restoration logic generation algorithm next determines which downstream switches (SWother) directly connect to L3, including R4 and R6, and which closed switches (SWs) connect between Lmc (L3) and a downstream tie-switch or Lmc (L6), including R4, R6, and R7.

Next the algorithm determines that opening R4, R6, or R7 will not separate the unserved network into two sub-networks for single-path restoration (FIG. 16). Next the restoration logic generation algorithm determines whether another Lmc exists (L6), and if so, treats the SWother directly upstream (R6) as an isolation (open) switch. By treating R6 as an isolation switch the methods of the algorithm can be called recursively. Now the concerned network includes R7-R11, L5-L8, and S3-S4. For exemplary purposes, this network is referred to as NlWRk1.

For NlWRk1, the restoration algorithm begins recursively, and determines that an Lmc (L6) is downstream of the isolation switch. Next, it is determined that single-path restoration is infeasible because the total unserved load of NlWRk1 is 800 amp and the maximum source capacity of S3 and S4 is 500 amp. Next, restoration logic generation algorithm determines which downstream switches (SWother) directly connect to L6, including R8 and R10, and which closed switches (SWs) connect between Lmc (L6) and a downstream tie-switch or Lmc, including R8 and R10.

Next the algorithm determines that opening R8 or R10 will not separate the unserved network NlWRk1 into two sub-networks for single-path restoration. Next the restoration logic generation algorithm determines that no other Lmc exists. Because no other Lmc exists downstream of L6, the algorithm determines, from each SWother, the corresponding downstream tie-switch. For R8, the corresponding tie switch is R9 and for R10, the corresponding tie switch is R11. From tie switch R9, S4 is capable of restoring up to L7, and thus R9 is closed and R8 is open. From tie switch R11, S3 is capable of restoring up to L6, and thus R11 is closed and R7 is opened.

Now that NlWRk1 is configured, the algorithm deals with Lmc L3. As discussed above, from L3, R6 was set as an isolation switch because it connected to a downstream Lmc. The remaining SWother of Lmc L3 is R4. Because R4 includes no downstream Lmc, the algorithm finds the corresponding downstream tie switch R5. From the corresponding tie switch R5, S2 is capable of restoring up to L2, and thus R5 is closed and R2 (the original isolation switch) remains opened. The remaining capacity is 100 amp, not enough to restore L5, so R6 is set to open.
Overall, since no single-path restoration is feasible, the proposed algorithm will use the alternative sources strategically and restore as much load as possible. The resulting post-restoration system configuration is shown in FIG. 17.

The present invention may be embodied as or take the form of the method and system previously described, as well as of a computer readable medium having computer-readable instructions stored thereon which, when executed by a processor, carry out the operations of the present invention. The computer-readable medium may be any medium that can contain, store, communicate, propagate, or transport the user-interface program instruction for use by or in connection with the instruction execution system, apparatus, or device and may be of example but without limitation, be an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, device, or propagation medium or other suitable medium upon which the program is printed. More specific examples (a non-exhaustive list) of the computer-readable medium would include: a portable computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), an optical fiber, a portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage device, a transmission media such as those supporting the Internet or an intranet, or a magnetic storage device. Computer program code or instructions for carrying out operations of the present invention may be written in any suitable programming language provided it allows achieving the previously described technical results.

It is to be understood that the description of the foregoing exemplary embodiment(s) is (are) intended to be only illustrative, rather than exhaustive, of the present invention. Those of ordinary skill will be able to make certain additions, deletions, and/or modifications to the embodiment(s) of the disclosed subject matter without departing from the spirit of the invention or its scope, as defined by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A method of restoring power in a power distribution network having a plurality of power sources, a plurality of loading zones, a plurality of switching devices interconnected between the plurality of power sources and the plurality of loading zones, an intelligent electronic device associated with each of the plurality of switching devices to control the switching devices, the method comprising:
   providing at least one power restoration controller in communication with the intelligent electronic devices;
   defining at least one base network state;
   creating power restoration logic for said at least one base network state;
   simulating the power restoration logic for said at least one base network state; and
   transmitting the power restoration logic to the at least one power restoration controller which thereafter monitors and controls the intelligent electronic devices.
2. The method according to claim 1 wherein defining at least one base network state includes defining a plurality of base network states.
3. The method according to claim 2 wherein creating power restoration logic for a plurality of base network states includes, for each base network state, automatically generating power restoration logic for a simulated single permanent fault at each of the loading zones.
4. The method according to claim 3 further comprising isolating a permanently faulted loading zone and implementing the restoration logic correlating to the permanent fault at the faulted loading zone.
5. The method according to claim 1 wherein defining at least one base network state includes defining loading capacity of the plurality of switching devices and the plurality of power sources and defining a network topology interrelating the plurality of switching devices and plurality of power sources.
6. The method according to claim 5 wherein the base network states are defined for a plurality of electric power usage patterns.
7. The method according to claim 6 wherein a first base network state is defined for summer electric power usage patterns and a second base network state is defined for winter electric power usage patterns.
8. The method according to claim 5 further comprising validating that the at least one base network state does not violate radial load requirements or capacity constraints.
9. The method according to claim 1 wherein creating power restoration logic for each base network state comprises automatically generating the restoration logic, displaying the restoration logic to a user, and allowing the restoration logic to be modified by the user.
10. The method according to claim 1 wherein creating power restoration logic for each base network state comprises:
   creating a study network of unserved loads after fault isolation;
   simulating the opening of all switching devices in the network;
   moving downstream from each of the simulated power sources and closing one switching device at a time;
   computing the remaining available capacity, and if the remaining available capacity is inadequate, marking the last opened switching device as a tie-switch, otherwise, continuing until a tie-switch or multi-source loading zone is reached;
   using the simulated power source with the maximum remaining available capacity for any multi-source supplied loading zone reached by more than one power source; and
   marking all switching devices connected to the multi-source loading zone from power sources other than the power source having the maximum remaining available capacity as tie-switches.
11. The method according to claim 1 wherein simulating the power restoration logic comprises simulating a fault at each loading zone.
12. The method according to claim 11 wherein the simulation is visually displayed to a user.
13. The method according to claim 1 further comprising generating and executing power restoration logic dynamically.
14. The method according to claim 13 wherein generating and executing power restoration logic dynamically comprises dynamically generating power restoration logic if a fault occurs when the power distribution network is not configured in the at least one base network state.
15. The method according to claim 14 wherein, when dynamically generating power restoration logic and more than one alternate source is available, choosing the source according to either predefined path user preferences or a capacity reservation factor.
16. The method according to claim 14 wherein, when dynamically generating power restoration logic and more than one alternate source is available, choosing the source
with the largest priority value, wherein the priority value is calculated according to:

\[
\text{AltPathPriority}(i) = \text{AltPathPriority}(i) \times \text{PF} \times \text{AvailCapacityFactor}(i) \times (1 - \text{PF})
\]

where \( \text{AvailCapacityFactor}(i) \) is the post-restoration available capacity reservation factor of the corresponding alternative power restoration path \( i \), and \( \text{AltPathPriority}(i) \) is a user defined priority setting of an alternative power restoration path \( i \), and \( \text{PF} \) is a user defined preference factor.

17. The method according to claim 16 wherein \( \text{AvailCapacityFactor}(i) \) is computed according to:

\[
\text{AvailCapacityFactor}(i) = \frac{(\text{Capacity} - \text{TotalLoad})}{\text{Capacity}}
\]

where \( \text{Capacity} \) is the source capacity of the alternative power restoration path \( i \), and \( \text{TotalLoad} \) is the total load of the source after the restoration.

18. The method according to claim 1 further comprising providing at least one power restoration logic generator in communication with the at least one power restoration controller, wherein the power restoration logic is transmitted from the power restoration logic generator to the at least one power restoration controller.

19. The method according to claim 1 wherein:

- the power restoration logic comprises a switch position condition for at least one of the plurality of switching devices and at least one switch operation for the plurality of switching devices for when the switch position condition is met; and
- the at least one power restoration controller monitoring and controlling the intelligent electronic devices comprises the at least one power restoration controller:

  - receiving from the intelligent electronic devices switch position information for the switching devices,
  - monitoring the received switch position information for switch position information that meets the switch position condition, and
  - when the switch position condition has been met by the switch position information, sends a switch operation command to at least one of the intelligent electronic devices to control at least one of the intelligent electronic devices to perform the at least one switch operation.

20. The method according to claim 1 wherein one of the plurality of loading zones is in a faulted state, the method further comprising:

- isolating the loading zone that is in a faulted state;
- identifying one or more un-served load networks including loading zones downstream from the loading zone in a faulted state;
- restoring power to each un-served load network from a single power source; opening the switch or switches that separate each un-served load network into two or more sub-networks if no single power source is capable of restoring power to the un-served load network; and
- restoring power to each sub-network from a single power source, until the source capacity is exhausted or switch loading capacity is violated.

21. The method according to claim 20 wherein opening the switch or switches that separate each un-served load network into two or more sub-networks comprises:

- determining if more than one switch configuration is capable of separating the un-served load network to the two or more sub-networks; and
- selecting the switch configuration that best balances loads of the power sources restoring power to each sub-network.

22. The method according to claim 20 wherein opening the switch or switches that separate each un-served load network into two or more sub-networks comprises:

- determining if more than one switch configuration is capable of separating the un-served load network to the two or more sub-networks; and
- selecting the switch configuration based on user defined preferences.

23. A method of restoring power in a power distribution network having a plurality of power sources, a plurality of loading zones, a plurality of switching devices interconnected between the plurality of power sources and the plurality of loading zones, an intelligent electronic device associated with each of the plurality of switching devices to control the switching devices, the method comprising:

- providing at least one power restoration controller in communication with the intelligent electronic devices,
- creating power restoration logic for said at least one base network state, wherein the power restoration logic comprises a switch position condition for at least one of the plurality of switching devices and at least one switch operation for the plurality of switching devices for when the switch position condition is met;
- simulating the power restoration logic for said at least one base network state;
- transmitting the power restoration logic to the at least one power restoration controller; and
- the at least one power restoration controller receiving switch position information for the plurality of switching devices, comparing the switch position information to the switch position condition, and sending a switch operation command to at least one of the intelligent electronic devices to control at least one of the switching devices associated therewith to perform the at least one switch operation when the switch position information has met the switch position condition.